
Self-Publishing
2 WAYS TO CREATE DIY COVERS

15 EXTREMELY OVERSIMPLIFIED STEPS



Cover Design at Createspace
 Templates make it easy

 Customization options are limited

 You can try and try and try until you get it right.

 Createspace will automatically deal with your spine and cover size for you.



 First step is to 
choose a pre-
determined layout

 Fonts and colors 
can be 
personalized

 You can come back 
and choose a new 
layout if you don’t 
like it



 Theme changes fonts, 
image borders (soft 
edges, rounded corners, 
etc)

 When you’re satisfied, 
click next to move onto 
the next section (title)



 Upload your photo

 At this point, I decide I 
don’t like the font, so I can 
go back and play with 
different themes



 New theme chosen

 Back cover text—paste here



 Choose an author 
photo (if template has 
space for this)

 Choose background 
color

 I’ve always wanted a 
bubblegum pink book.



 Choose your font 
color

 Go high contrast for 
best legibility

 Avoid red text on 
black background



 Choose finish (again)

 Look at full-size preview

 Check carefully for typos or 
problems

 Click on complete cover when 
finished. You will not be able to 
edit this cover again; you will 
have to start from scratch.



Creating your cover on Canva.com
 Canva.com is an on-site design service that allows you to create and save designs

 Get your book dimensions from Createspace’s dimension calculator
◦ Download template

 Create new design on Canva using dimensions (select inches)



Upload your template file, select crop



Hit the check mark button when you’re 
satisfied with the crop



Resize to fit your canvas



Change transparency to help you work



Add a background using the BKGROUND 
tab on the left side



To put your photo in a nifty frame, choose 
the “Elements” tab and click frames



Drag your photo into the frame



The “text” tab has all your typography 
needs

You can choose the stylized 
text frames underneath the 
heading/subheading/body 
text, but those options have 
limited customization options.

Change “add heading” to title, 
experiment with fonts and 
sizes.

For color, remember contrast!



Adding more text to the cover



Starting to look like a book!



For the spine, I copied the title and 
author name.
The circling arrow will 
rotate your graphic 
element/text



You can also change the line height and 
letter spacing as needed.



One last proof before the template marks 
come off

Select the template graphic and 
delete when you’re ready to see 
what your design looks like



Slick!



Download

If you used non-free elements, you 
will need to pay for them before you 
can download your cover.

Choose PDF for print to save a print-
ready copy for Createspace
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